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 International Community
With a vision to help students build international mindsets and networks, the 

International Culinary Institute (ICI) nurtures long-standing partnerships with 
countries and institutes around the world. In the past few months, we hosted visits 
by diplomats including consuls general, trade commissioners, and ministers from 
Ministries of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, giving them an opportunity to tour 
our facilities and enjoy fruitful exchange with our students. These guests hailed 
from the United Arab Emirates, Austria, Bangladesh, Colombia, Italy, Japan, and 
Singapore countries which look for the best opportunities to host our students in 
various immersive exchange experiences.  

We also recently welcomed representatives from JETRO Hong Kong, Johnson and 
Wales University, Sheffield Hallam University, and University College Birmingham, 
University of Applied Science Krems, the Danish Chamber of Commerce in 
Guangzhou and Chitralda Technology Institute. ICI partnering institutes that 
regularly offer seminars and exchange programmes for ICI students. 



Learn From The 
Professionals
The International Culinary Institute invites established 
professionals to host culinary demonstrations for students to 
learn from well-established industry professionals.
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Jordanian Chef Tarek Alali
ICI collaborated with the Consulate General of UAE to 
bring Chef Tarek Alali to ICI. Chef Alali demonstrated 
halal preparations with signature Middle Eastern 
dishes.

Chef Jakic Stephane Michel 
Augustin, Ferrandi Paris
Chef Jakic Stephane Michel Augustin held a three-
day French culinary course, enriching the learning 
experience with an authentic French dinner for ICI 
students.
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German Pastry
Chef Mathieu Castex
Pastry Chef Mathieu Castex 
from Germany’s LSG Group 
demonstrated best practices in 
baking quality pastry. 

Italian Chef Umberto Bombana
Chef Umberto Bombana, owner of three-star Michelin 
restaurant 81/2 Otto e Mezzo and Honorary Advisor of 
ICI, presented traditional Italian cuisine with an avant-
garde display. 
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Vocational School 
of Tourism Bad 
Gleichenberg, 
Austria
Bad Gleichenberg students 
and instructors held a 
culinary demonstration on 
Austrian cuisine. ICI hosted 
Bad Gleichenberg students 
for a learning experience in 
Hong Kong.

ITE Singapore
Our partnering institute from Singapore collaborated 
with ICI students to present a culinary demonstration 
of Singaporean heritage cuisine. ICI students assisted 
ITE students in preparing a Singaporean themed 
dinner. 
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Ecole Du Vin de Bordeaux
Wine and food consultant Wendy Narby 
hosted a seminar on wine culture and 
a wine tasting of six types of Bordeaux 
wines. 
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Takashi Tamura
Accompanied by the Ministry of 
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 
(MAFF) and the Food and Health Bureau 
(FHB), Chef Tamura from Japan’s Tsujiki 
market hosted a seminar on Japanese 
cuisine and trends like healthy diet and 
food waste management. Afterwards, 
ICI students assisted with preparations 
for The Washoku World Challenge (7th 
Edition). ICI students observed the 
competition to learn from industry 
professionals.

Renowned Japanese Restaurant, 
Zuma
Zuma Head Chef Luzon and Sushi Chef Tsang hosted 
a tuna-cutting demonstration, while the Zuma 
operations team shared industry knowledge and 
information about career opportunities.



Students’
Achievement
Throughout the summer, students represented Hong Kong and our institutes in a range of 
skills competition both locally and internationally.

HOFEX 2019 Competition

ICI and CCI students won multiple 
awards at the Hong Kong International
Culinary Classic in HOFEX 2019, amidst 
900 competitors from 11 countries.

World Skills Competition

World Skills Competition is a platform for young 
students from vocational schools around the 
world to elevate and showcase their skill set. 
ICI alumni Henry Lee and Eva Chan Yin Wah 
received the Medallion of Excellence in the 
Cooking and the Patisserie and Confectionery 
categories respectively at the WorldSkills 
Competition in Kazan, Russia.
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Western Cuisine Test Award Ceremony

The Trade Test System for Western Cuisine is designed to enhance the technical skills and knowledge 
of professional chefs. Thirty-one Hong Kong in-service Western chefs were awarded EU-recognized 
professional qualifications at the Western Cuisine Test Award Ceremony, with ten chefs gaining 

“Trainer Chef” status and twenty-one chefs gaining “Certified Cook” status.

The Belt and Road International 
Skills Competition

ICI Diploma in European Cuisine alumnus 
Henry Lee represented Hong Kong at the Belt 
and Road International Skills Competition, 
taking home the gold medal.

Hong Kong Mixology 
Challenge Competition

HTI graduate trainee Peggy Yu earned 
first place in the Hong Kong Mixology 
Competition’s Young Star category.



ICI students frequently benefit from deep engagement with foreign cultures 
through our international partnerships and exchange opportunities. Over 

the summer, students from different programmes traveled to institutes in Austria, 
China, Denmark, Japan, and Korea, where they attended seminars by local 
instructors and gained fresh perspectives on different techniques. Outside of the 
classroom, they enjoyed local tours and eye-opening cultural experiences alongside 
a diverse group of new friends. An important part of ICI’s mandate, these global 
experiences spur students’ confidence and spirit of innovation, encouraging them 
to sharpen their culinary style and become a source of inspiration for their fellow 
classmates. Students from the Hotel and Tourism Institute (HTI) and the Chinese 
Culinary Institute (CCI) also enjoyed these international enrichment activities and 
programmes. 

• Koen Culinary Institute, Japan

• Selandia, Denmark
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